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Abstract. We attempt to find a good linear (that is, additive) ap
proximation of a given rule by looking at the geometric-combinatorial
properties of rule space with a Hamming distance. We show that
all linear rules are equidistant from one another for a prime num
ber of states, and that several parameters describing the geometry
of rule space are essentially preserved in the subspace of linear rules .
This is particularly true of the average and maximum distance be
tween rules. The fit improves as the number of states grows toward
the thermodynamic limit. In particular, linear rules provide a well
distributed initial population for a genetic search of CA rule space.
We achieve asymptotically exact solutions for the nearest approxima
tion to a given rule from an initial population of piecewise linear rules
obtained by splicing, a modification of the standard genetic crossover
operator.

1. Introduction

Recently, much work has been directed towards classifying Cellular Automata
(CAs) with respect to their global behavior. Early results are summarized
in [11] . Li and Packard [8] aimed at describing the distribution of classes
of cellular automata, taking the Hamming distance between CA genotypes
(next-state tables) as indicative of this behavior. Though we are not directly
concerned with their global dynamical properties, linear (that is, additive)
CA rules are of particular interest to us because their dynamics are perhaps
the best understood. This understanding is due to algebraic properties ul
timately derived from the validity of the superposition principle. Several
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investigators have had success classifying the dynamics of linear CA rules by
taking this algebraic approach (Ito , et al. [4], Wolfram [10], Aso and Honda
[1], Guam and He [3], and Jen [5, 6], for example). Nevert heless, linear rules
may fall into any but the fourth of Wolfram classes [11].

In this paper, we attempt to find a good linear approximation of a rule
by further examining the geometry of genotypic rule space. We use a slightly
modified form of the Hamming distance to investigate the geomet ric distribu
tion of linear CA rule tables across CA rule space . As will be seen, the space
of linear is rules is, in a certain sense, much more symmetric and compact
than a discrete representation in high-dimensional continua.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a definition of a linear
rule (due to Osato ; see Ito, et al. [4]) . In section 3, we intro duce our Ham
ming distance and calculate the expected distance between random-random,
random-linear and linear- linear rule pairs. We show that linear rules are
equidistant for a prime number of states, and furthermore, that an upper
bound on the distance between any two linear rules in the general case, and
on the maximum distance of a random rule from a linear rule, is an analogous
value. In section 4, we interpr et these result s in terms of genet ic algorithms;
in part icular , we argue that linear rules make for a good initial population.
We intro duce a new crossover operator, splicing , that provides a method for
constructing nonlinear rules in a piecewise-linear fashion. We show that this
maximum dist ance decreases asymptotically to 0 by allowing piecewise-linear
rules with finer and finer splicing. In section 5 we present our conclusions.

2. Linear rules

For a fixed ordering of all states in a given neighborhood N of size n , a CA
rule a is completely determined by the list of next-states given by an m-ary
string

with ak taken from the ring ( Zm, +,*), in other words, integers modulo m .
This string contains T = m" next-states and is customarily referred to as the
genotype of the rule.

The rule a is called a linear CA if every entry in the next-state table can
be expressed as a linear combination:

(1)

The terms Xl , . .. , Xn represent t he states in a neighborhood, and al , .. . , an

are called the coefficients of the rule. Since each coefficient is associated
with a definite neighbor cell, they can be regarded as par t of a configuration
(with finite suppo rt) called the kern el of the rule. A linear rule is uniquely
determined by its kernel according to an equation of type (1). Note that a
linear rule kernel can be specified by n = logmT coefficients.
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Linear Cellular Automata
(m = 4 states, n = 2 nbrs.)

Kernels
0000 111 1 2222 3333
o1 2 3 0123 0123 o1 2 3

Neighborhoods Next-state tables

00 0000 0000 0000 0000
01 0000 111 1 2222 3333
02 0000 2222 0000 2222
03 0000 3333 2222 1 1 1 1

10 o1 2 3 0123 0123 o123
11 o1 2 3 1 230 230 1 3 0 1 2
12 o1 2 3 230 1 0123 2301
13 o1 2 3 3012 230 1 1 230

20 0202 0202 0202 0202
21 0202 131 3 2020 3 1 3 1
22 0202 2020 0202 2020
23 0202 313 1 2020 1 3 1 3

30 032 1 032 1 032 1 032 1
31 032 1 103 2 2103 3210
32 032 1 2 103 032 1 2103
33 0321 3210 2103 1 032

Table 1: Columns of all linear rules with four states and two neighbors.

As pointed out in [1], linear local rules give rise to global dynamics F (in
the configuration space C) which obey the superposition principle. That is,
if x and yare global configurations for a linear CA, then for AI,A2 E Zm,

In fact, such rules are always of the form found in equation (1) above. Table 1
gives the rule tables, one per column, of all the linear ru les with m := 4 states
and n := 2 neighbors.

As can be seen in the rule with kernel 02 (third column) , though the
distribution of next-states is always uniform, it is not always comp lete across
a given column. Such a column will be called incomplete. However, the
states that do occur (0 and 2) are distributed uniformly. In general, if the
kernel contains a set of coefficients 0:k relatively pr ime to the number of states
m, then the next-state table (column) will be uniform and comp lete. But
if all the elements 0:1, .. . , 0:n of the kernel have a greatest common divisor
(gcd) d with m greater than 1, d can be factored in equation (1) to reduce
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to the previous case, and so t he corresp onding CA in the table will have a
uniform distribution over a proper subset of the states, namely t he multipl es
of d. These observations, ext rapolated from the following lemma, will be
important in determining the distribution of linear rules across CA rule space
in the following sections. Here, gcd stands for t he greatest common divisor
of ordinary integers.

Lemma 2.1. [7, Th. 3-11] Th e equation

(2)

has a solution in integers modulo m if and only if the gcd d of the coefficients
a k (1 :S k :S n) and m divides c. In that case there are exactly dm n - l n-t uple
solutions x := (Xl ,' . " xn ) modulo m .

3. Distribution of linear rules in CA rule space

In order to grasp the structure of rule space, we would like to underst and
the distribution of the subspace of linear rules. We would like to calculate,
for example, the expected value of the Hamming distance between random
rules, and its varian ce. This calculat ion can be done in two ways, with or
with out replacement in the select ion of pairs of rules. The lat ter method
adds dist ances between pairs of distinc t rules exact ly once; although more
desirable, it is more involved. We choose the former because it is much easier
to calculate and because it proves to be very close to the desirable averages
and variances.

We show that the expected dist ance between ran dom rules is nearly iden
tical to the corresponding expected dist ance between linear rules, despite
the fact that the distance between two linear rules is always a mult iple of
dm n - l for some divisor d of m. In parti cular , t he dist ance between linear
rules is constant for a prime number of states. A similar value provides the
maximum distance between pairs of linear rules in general. This is a first
indicati on of a symmet ric distribut ion of linear rules in rule space.

Herein, the Hamming distance I*,*Ibetween two CA rules a and f3 over a
neighborhood of size n with m states is und erstood simply to be the numb er
of mismatches between a and f3, that is, the number of positions k in the next
state tables where ak =I- f3k. The averages calculated below are taken over all
ordered pairs (a , f3), including a = f3 and rules with spontaneous act ivat ion
(in which the next st at e may not be 0 when the neighborhood is all 0).
The calculat ion over rules without spontaneous activation is slightly more
involved , so only the result s are given. We should not e t hat our notion of
Hamming dist ance differs slightly from that used in [8] for CA classification.
Their distance 1*,*!' satisfies

[o, f31 :S [o, f31 ' :S ; [o, f3!

for arbit rary rules a, f3, so the results in this paper (perhaps slight ly modified)
carryover to their metric.
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3.1 Hamming distances between random rules

Let a and f3 be independently chosen random genotypes over a neighborhood
of size n , with a state set of m stat es {O,1, . .. , m -1}. There are T = m"
next-stat es in the strings a == a l, · .. ,aT and f3 == f31, . . . ,f3T' respectively.
Let X k be the random variable associated with a particular neighborhood
(ident ified as t he m-ary expansion of a number k) given by

if ak = f3k
if ak f- f3k

(3)

and let P(A) denote the probability of an event A. (See [2] for background
in probability.) The expected value of X k is

E(Xk) = 0 *P (X k = 0) + 1 * P(X k = 1) = P (X k = 1)
m - l

= L P(ak = ll f3k = I)P(f3k = I)
1=0

Since the ak and the f3k are chosen independently we have

m -l 1 1 1
E(Xk) = L P (ak = I)P(f3k = I) = m-- =-

1=0 mm m

Thus the genotypes a have a binomial distr ibut ion with T t rials with prob
ability of success (that is, mismatch) p := (m - l )l m . The expected value
and variance for a binomial distribution are well known to be T p and T pq,
where p and q are the probabilities of success and failur e, respectively [2, sec.
7.3]. In our case the expected Hamming distance is given by

m -1
Drr(m ) = m n

- - = m n
- m n

-
l (4)

m

and the variance is given by

1 (m - 1)
v;.r(m) = m n = m n

-
l

- m n
-

2 (5)
m m

It is also well known that as T -+ 00 in the limit (for example, as the
numb er of states or the neighborhood size increases), the binomial distribu
t ion approaches the normal dist ribution [2J. Thus, the frequency of random
rule pairs separated by Hamming distance t will follow a nearly normal dis
t ribution, with the familiar prob ability density function

P(t ) = _1_ e- (1/ 2)« t - IJ.)/ u j2

V2irfJ
where J.L := Drr(m ), and fJ2 := v;.r(m) .

If one insists on CAs witho ut spontaneous activation , t he prob ability of
a match is st ill 11m but the numb er of t rials is now T - 1, so we get

I (m -1) (1)
Drr(m ) = (T -1) m = Drr(m ) - 1- m
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By comparison, the average value without replacement entails selecting , for a

( T-l)given k, random rules with out replacement off of position k in m 2 ways.

Therefore, the probability of a mat ch at row k in equat ion (3) would then be
given by

E(Xk)= I:1(m~-l) (m~-1) = m
T;l__ 1 ~ ~

1=0 m 1 m

Since T = m" (or m" -1) gets very large even for low values of m and n , the
values of Drr and l!,.r in equat ions (4) and (5) are very close to th e actual
values without replacement . (This proximity holds true for the remaining
estim at ors in this paper.)

3.2 Hamming distances between random and linear rules

Now let a be random as before, and (3 be randomly distributed over linear
rule genotypes. From equat ion (3) we get

1 m
P(Xk = 1) = - L:P((3k = l)

m1=0

From Lemma 2.1 (but with the coefficients of (3 playing the role of unknowns
and th e neighbors Xk th at of coefficients), we get that P( (3k = l) =I- 0 if and
only if the gcd d of all the coefficients in k divides l ; and, if so, P( (3 = l) =
(dm n- 1) /mn = dim. The distribution of next-stat es in (3 is uniform , even if
incomplete. This is then th e probability of a match for all X k with k having
the same gcd d. They form a Bernoulli sequence, with th e number of trials
equal to the numb er of ways to select the neighborhood values k so that their
gcd with m is d. For d = 1, we have I n , a well-known function in elementary
number theory: In(m) = mnrrplm(1 - (l l pn)), where p denotes a prime
divisor of m [7, Ex. 6-3.4J. (Note th at J1 is Euler 's standard if> function .)
Moreover, I n is multiplicative for all n 2: 1, th at is, In(rs) = In(r)Jn(s)
whenever r and s are coprime positive integers (see [7, Th. 6-3]). We note
that multiplicative functions can be real-valued .

Notice th at dividing equation (2) by d sets up a one-to-one correspondence
between th e choices of (3s with gcd d modulo m and (3s with gcd d = 1 modulo
m id. Since all possible divisors of d indeed occur (for example , d = m when
k = 0), we can now compute the average distance and variance between a
random and a random linear rule. The expected value is

n 1 ~ d (m) n 1 ~ In(d)Dr1(m) = m - - L..J -In - = m - - L..J--
m dim m d m dim d

(6)
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We know that if f is a multiplicative function, so also is its arithmet ic sum
functi on given by F (m) = L dlm f (d) [7, Th. 6-3J. Since the product of
multiplicative functions In(d) and l / d is obviously multiplicat ive, so are
In(d) /d and the sum in equat ion (6). Hence their values are complete ly
determined by their values at prime powers via prime decomposit ion . For a
prime m := p,

For a prime power p", t he value of Drl can be likewise calculated as

Since the ak are independent of the (3k , the variance can be shown to be

v..l(m) = I: dk (m - dk ) = L I n(d) _ L Jn~d)
k= O m m dim d dim d

which in t he prime power case reduces to

(7)

(8)

v..l(pr) = pr(n-1) _ pr(n-2)+ pr(n- 1) - 1(1_!)_pr(n- 2) - 1(1 _~)
pn-1 _ 1 P pn- 2 _ 1 p2

As before, the expected values for distances without spontaneous act ivat ion
is an asymptotically equivalent expression given by

while the vari ance V:l(m) = v..l(m) remains the same.

3.3 Hamming distances between linear rules

'We determine now the average distance between linear genotypes. Again ,
Lemma 2.1 actually allows us to calculate the distance la , (31between two
linear rule genotypes a and (3 as

la , (31= m" - dmn-1 = (m - d)mn- 1 = (: - 1) dmn- 1

where d = gcd( (a1- (31), . .. , (an - (3n) ,m). This formula gives more det ailed
inform ation on the metric st ructure of linear rule subspace. Since d = 1 for
distinct rules when m is prime, any two distinct linear rules are at a common
distance (m - 1)mn - 1 . In general, such distances only occur in multiples
of dm n- 1 since d can be factored as it divides m. The minimum nonzero
distance (1 - (l / p))mn occurs when p is the smallest prime factor of m and
d := mfp is its largest divisor. The maximum dist ance (m - 1)mn -

1 occurs
when d = 1.
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Formulas (2) and (8) yield in a straightforward manner the expected value
of th e distance between linear rules and its variance. By virtue of the linearity
of the expected value, it suffices to calculat e th e mean of th e random variable
D of th e corresponding random divisors d of m, as rules 0: and {3 vary over
all linear rules. The (3s can now be chosen arbitrarily, but there are In(mld)
ways to choose th e os out of the m 2n pairs of rules, so that th e differences
0:1 - {31 have gcd d with m. Therefore

Thus, from equation (8) one obtains

(9)

This expected value is identical to the random-rando m dist ance D~r when m
is prime. (The summations define multiplicative functions that can be easily
calculated via prime decomposit ion.)

This strong symmetry in the distribution of linear rules in Hamming
space is somewhat surprising. By comparison, a D-dimensional Euclidean
space has at most D + 1 equidistant points (vectors) , while the space of
linear rules described by a kernel vector of dimension n has an exponential
number of equidistant points, namely (I) , the usual binomial coefficients
with T = m" - 1.

Observe also that , asymptotically, th e average distance between random
and linear rules is, in general, 8(mn

- mn
-

2
) , while th at between linear rules

is 8(mn - mn - 1) . The ratio of maximum dist ances (the diameters) in rule
space and linear rule subsp ace is (m-1)mn

-
1[m" = (m-1) /m = 1- (11m).

In both average and maximum cases, th e ratios tend to 1 as m -t 00. Thus,
th e maximum and average distances in th e subspace of linear rules approach
those of the entire rule space as the number of stat es grows larger.

3.4 Maximum distance to a linear rule

The preceding statist ics give an idea of the shape of genotypic rule space.
A more precise idea is given by th e maximum dist ance a given rule can
be from the set of all linear rules, or an approximation thereof. Hence we
seek to maximize th e minimum number of next-state mismatches between a
given rule 0: and linear rules (as represented by the columns of Table 1, for
example).

Let us first look at th e case m := p , a prime number of states. Linear rules
form a vector space over Zp isomorphic to the set of all neighborhoods. In
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particular, they have a basis of n rules 13k (1 ::; k ::; n) given by the standard
kernels. Hence, the distance of a to the set of linear rules is invariant under
multiplication by a scalar. Now the nearest linear rule to a given rule a
is always a scalar multiple of a smaller set of linear rules. For instance, if
n := 2, every linear rule not a multiple of 131 (that is, A2 i- 0) is of the form

(10)

The maximum distance from a rule a to a linear rule is thus the maximum
distance to 131 , or to one of the m rules in the parentheses of equation (10).
Inductively, we can then restrict ourselves to the rules 131 plus the m rules
with kernels in the first blocks of the rule table, as follows.

The next-states in the linear rule tables can be classified in blocks Bx1,)..
according to their occurrence in the lexicographic ordering for constant values
of Xl and A2 (as in Table 1). Let == be the equivalence relation between
blocks that are multiples of each other by a A E Zp. It is easy to see that
Bx1,).. == x lBl,()../xl) , Bo,).. == ABo,l> and Bx1,o == xlBl ,o, for Xl i- ° i- A.
For instance, the blocks in th e main diagonal of the linear rule table are
precisely the equivalence class of Bl,l. Hence the blocks occurring in th e
next-state rows for Xl i- 1 are just permutations of the blocks occuring for
B l).. . Now, Bo,o is constant 0, and BO,l contains a constant by rows for each
state 0, 1, .. . ,p - l. Inother words, the distance from a linear rule in the first
blocks is maximized from the blocks Bo,o , BO,l> Bl ,o, and Bl,l with a constant
value on a random next-state block. This gives a maximum distance of p - 2
on the first block row, since 1 (or any fixed state) gets matched by at least p
linear rules at nonzero rows as well.

It is easy to see that the same constant (say, 1) gives a maximum distance
of p - 1 on the remaining blocks, because the column blocks there contain
values of the form 0, A, 2A, . . . , (p - l)A, (that is, the first blocks multiplied
by various A). Therefore, the maximum distance to a closest line rule is given
by

b.rl(p, n) = pb.rl(p, n - 1) = pn _ pn-l

since, by the same argument , b.rl(p, 2) = p(p - 1) = p2 - p. This argument
also works if the state set is a field (with pr states); however, it is not true
in the presence of zero divisors, in which case == is no longer an equivalence
relation between blocks.

Note that, in general, the distance of the ALL-ONES (or any constant)
rule to linear rules is given exactly by m" - mn

-
l , since each state appears

exactly (and uniformly) mn - l times in each linear rule . This distance is of
the order of the average distance between linear rules. Rule spaces in the
field case are very compact indeed!

Finding a general upper bound for b.rl (m,n) remains a problem . Al
though the complexity of the problem is not known, some bounds can be
found, as we illustrate next . Sort the neighborhoods by increasing order of
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Linear Cellular Automata
(m = 4, n = 2)

gcd d 1 2 4

Kernels 00 111 1 22 3333 022 0
1 3 0123 13 0 123 202 0

Neighbor hoods Next-states

01 00 11 1 1 22 3333 022 0
03 00 3333 22 1 1 1 1 022 0

10 13 0123 13 0123 202 0
11 13 1 230 3 1 3 0 1 2 220 0
12 1 3 230 1 1 3 230 1 202 0
13 13 3012 3 1 1 230 220 0

21 22 1 3 1 3 00 3 13 1 022 0
23 22 3 131 00 1313 022 0

30 3 1 032 1 3 1 032 1 202 0
31 3 1 1 032 13 3210 220 0
32 3 1 2 103 3 1 2103 202 0
33 3 1 3210 13 1 0 3 2 220 0
02 00 2222 00 2222 000 0
20 22 0202 22 0202 000 0
22 22 2 020 22 2020 000 0

00 00 0000 00 0000 000 0

Table 2: Blocksof next-states for linear rules with four states and two
neighbors.

gcd d with m, and lexicographically for the same d. Sort linear rule kernels
in the same order from left to right in t he rule table header . Table 2 shows
t he result for m := 4 and n := 2. State 1 will not occur in the blocks for
neighborhood blocks with d > 1. Thus, the next -state 1 also guarantees a
maximum distance of at least tn" - In(m) in the block of neighborhoods
where d > 1. In the blocks where the neighborhoods are coprime to m, we
can always assign arb it rarily the values of a linear rule at a neighborhood
basis of n elements. Therefore the maximum distance is bounded as follows

Whether or not these inequalit ies are tight remains unknown. The maximum
distance b.r l (4,2) = 13 shows that the ALL-ONES rule at distance 12 is not
always fart hest away from linear rules. Furt her experimental evidence tends
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to show, however, that it is very close; and, in fact, that B(mn
- mn

-
1 ) may

be the right order of magnitude for the maximum distance.

4. Genetic algorithms and piecewise linear rules

In this section , we describe a straightforward application of our results thus
far to genetic algorithms. More importantly, we use genetic operations to
find better approximations to a random rule by a genetic alteration of linear
rules.

4.1 Genetic algorithms

The problem of finding a CA rule to match a given sequence of configurations
is posed in [9] . In principle, one must search through the entire rule space.
It is not unreasonable, however, to start with a linear approximation, and
then expect to speed up the search by making transformations of the linear
rule. This approach is based on the not totally unreasonable hypothesis that
the global dynamics of rules having close genotypic descriptions bear some
resemblance, at least within a limited range, in time evolution. The evidence
for this hypothesis in terms of th e average distance between random-linear
pairs may appear insufficient. We thus want to use genetic operations to
improve on the approximation obtained with linear rules.

The two most common genetic transformations in genetic algorithms are
mutation and crossover. In terms of genetic operations, a mismatch between
two next-states of two rules can be seen as a mutation of the table entry. The
expected Hamming distance is, in fact, the expected number of mutations
necessary to convert one rule into another.

The other operation, crossover, refers to splitting the next-state tables of
two rules at some random position k , and forming two new rules by combining
the pieces from the split tables. For example , if we split two rules a and (3
after the kth symbol, the two new rules formed by crossover are

and

If a and (3 are linear rules, then the new rules formed by crossover at
position k will most often be nonlinear. The two new rules each have a
better chance of matching a sought-after rule . We constrain ourselves to a
particular form of the crossover operator called splicing.

4.2 Splicing

We begin by reordering the next-states in the linear rule tables, listing the
next-states for neighborhoods with center cell state 0, then the next-states
for neighborhoods with center cell state 1, and so on up to the next-states for
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Spliced elementary linear rules
(in Wolfram nos.)

0 60 90 102 150 170 204 240

0 0 12 72 68 132 136 204 192
60 48 60 120 116 180 184 252 240
90 18 30 90 86 150 154 222 210

102 34 46 106 102 166 170 238 226
150 18 30 90 86 150 154 222 210
170 34 46 106 102 166 170 238 226
204 0 12 72 68 132 136 204 192
240 48 60 120 116 180 184 252 240

Table 3: Wolfram numbers of all spliced elementary linear rules.

neighborhoods with center cell state m-l. We call each of thes e blocks a slice.
Splicing is an m-ary operation, performed with m rules ao, ai , .. . , a m- l , by
concatenating the m slices in the main diagonal of the table formed by writing
in consecut ive columns the m given rules. In other words, the next-state for
a given neighborhood is the next-state according to slice S, of the lt h linear
rule, where l is th e stat e of th e center cell l (1 :s: l :s: m).

Table 3 presents the results of splicing all pairs of elementary one
dimensional linear rules (that is, with m = 2 states and n = 3 neighbors,
neighborhood with radius 1), given in Wolfram numbers. Notice th at the or
der of the slices is import ant . The slice of next-stat es whose neighborhoods
have center cell state equal to 1 appears second in the spliced rule, after the
splice So for the first rule for center cell 0, and so on. (We do not require
symmet ry about the center cell, as any cell can serve as th e center cell.) A
spliced linear rule can thus be considered as a type of piecewise linear rule, in
the sense that the state of the center cell determines which of a set of linear
rules is to be used to determine the next stat e.

On the one hand , we have restricted the crossover operator to a limited
number m of positions at which crossover can occur; on the other hand ,
we have extended the number of rules involved from 2 to m (the number
of states). For example, if m = 2, the crossover operator is rest ricted to
position l = T /2 , and m = 2 rules are spliced together.

4. 3 Distribution of spliced linear r u les

The method for calculating the mean distance between spliced linear rules is
almost identical to that used to calculate the mean distance between linear
rules. We first compute the mean distance between slices, t hen add the
results. Let ISk, Sd denote the Hamming distance between two slices Sk and
Sl. A slice differs from a linear rule by a constant value for a given center
cell state, hence the calculation in section 3.3 remains essentially unchanged.
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The expected distance between two spliced linear rules can be calculated
with the previous techniques to be

D ss = mDll(m, n - 1)
Vss = mVlI(m ,n - 1)

where Dll(m, n -1) and Vll(m, n-1) are the Dll(m) and Vll(m) of section 3.3,
with n replaced by n - 1. Observe t hat the distance between spliced linear
rules, being the sum of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables giving t he distance between slices of linear rules, approaches a nor
mal distribution as we recursively splice into finer slices. The Central Limit
Theorem [2, sec. 7.10] then guarantees that the distribution of distances be
tween spliced linear rules approaches a normal distribution. Since the finest
slice gives a single entry in the next-state table, this is the same as the distri
bution of Hamming distances betwee n random rules for large enough m . The
maximum distance to a closest spliced linear rule thus reduces, decrementally
to m!l(m, n - 1), and asymptotically to 0 as n decreases to O.

5. Conclusi ons

Prec ise results can be given to describe how linear CA rules are distributed
across CA rule space. They are both equidistant and well dispersed regardless
of the number of states m, and the fit improves as the number of states
grows. In particular, linear rules may provide a good initial population for
a genet ic search algorithm. We show that splicing linear rules improves
average distances and the max imum distance from a linear rule (in fact ,
to 0, in t he limit ). Thus, linear rules hold an important position in rule
space . Calculating the exact value of (or t ight inequalities for) t he farthest
distance a random rule can be from linear rules remains, however, a problem
of unknown complexity.

Splicing may be thought of a piecewise linear approach to forming non
linear CAs from linear CAs. It is essentially a local, spatial approach in t he
sense that new rule tables are formed by concatenating pieces of known ru le
tables. In another direction, a temporal piecewise linear approach can be
taken, forming nonlinear CAs from linear CAs by cyclically applying at each
t ime step a different linear rule . However, finding accessible approximations
of long-term dynamical behavior which are relatively robust to spatial and
temporal interactions remains an open problem of fundamental importance.
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